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Lullaby
Heartstop

Heartstop â€“ Lullaby
Capo one

B    F#/B            G#m    E                       F#
I wrote you this song for your ears and only yours
G#m    F#              E     B          F#
I wrote you this song to say i love you so
        E           F#                      E       F#                 E      F#
        B
and show you how there s no single doubt i cant live without you

B      F#/B    G#m  E               F#
Here s a lullaby to remember me by
B      F#/B    G#m       E                        F#
and to help you try to fall asleep at night
E                   F#      E                F#      B
knowing that im here by your side

2nd Verse
B, F#/B, G#m, E, F#
That pattern the whole time

B      F#/B    G#m  E               F#
Here s a lullaby to remember me by
B      F#/B    G#m       E                        F#
and to help you try to fall asleep at night
E                   F#      E                F#      B
knowing that im here by your side

G#m            E   F#  G#m             E   F#
Hush now angel not another word
G#m              E   F#               G#m                                       
  E   F#     E  F#
sleep now dont cry because your in my thoughts and heart tonight

B      F#/B    G#m  E               F#
Here s a lullaby to remember me by
B      F#/B    G#m       E                        F#
and to help you try to fall asleep at night
E                   F#      E                F#   B
knowing that im here by your side girl

This isnâ€™t the best tab but I guess it works. But when they play this song
they play it



in C# so if you want you can play those they sound pretty good these chords are
just
easier to play and I think they sound really good. If you have any questions
just email 
me my email is christianfrancelesquivel@gmail.com id be glad to answer any
questions you have
cause I figured it out by ear and the rhythms a little weird sometimes.


